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ASSET INTEGRITY
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
ONE anomaly information management software, used by Oil
& Gas operators, replaces legacy spread sheet repair registers
with a single streamlined application providing major benefits
for all types of installation.
Used offshore and onshore for both topside and subsea defects,
ONE tracks each anomaly on specific components and assets
from discovery to closeout, recording assessments, associated
tasks, actions, comments, documents and images.
IQ Integrity’s ONE software is a customisable toolkit which can
be implemented to suit any workflow or process requirement.
Currently in use in the UK by Apache North Sea, Centrica
Storage, Premier Oil and TAQA Bratani.
ONE provides complete anomaly management for nearly 10%
of the UK North Sea market, including offshore platforms,
onshore terminals and subsea infrastructure.
ONE has changed the way we look at and manage
our anomaly’s. The centralised system has many
more advantages for our integrity process than was
possible with our heritage systems. ONE’s transparency and
action tracking is absolutely total, the quality of information
has increased significantly. It has cut about 40% off the
administration time and we have an audit trail that makes
Jim Saunderson, Mechanical TA for Apache North Sea
compliance easier.”

ONSHORE
ENGINEER

OFFSHORE
INSPECTOR
Simple logical anomaly
creation workflow
Select standard fields from
dropdown selections
Record descriptive
text information and
recommendations
Upload documents and images
Review actions pending
Update progress for existing
anomaly tasks and outcomes
Formatted print version
outputs

Complete access to all anomaly
information within single source
Comprehensive basic and
advanced search features
Record integrity assessments &
manage anomaly to safe closeout
Allocate multiple task types to
selected action parties
Set combination of task and
anomaly due dates
Manage anomaly to safe
closeout

Specifically designed for Oil & Gas operators
Generic industry standard workflow
Integrates multiple anomaly, temporary repair, leak, engineering and
fabric maintenance functions within a single application
Records pipework, vessel, mechanical and structural defects
Multiple platforms and installations within a single interface
Consistent information quality across all assets
Transparent audit trail
Tracks tasks & assigned action parties, ensuring timeframes are met
Significant reduction in administration costs
Ensures all found defects are managed responsibly and safely
Secure online system, accessible through a standard web browser
Regular software functionality upgrades
Additional modular enhancements available

TASKING
Tracks multiple tasks and
assigned action parties,
ensuring timeframes are met
Consistent information
quality
Record progress of tasks within
the anomaly life-cycle
Summary 1-click reporting
features
Send system email alerts and
updates

INTEGRITY
MANAGER/
CONTROLLER
Integrates all anomaly
management functions across assets
& fields within a single application
Enables live status view and
reporting of all anomalies, and
due dates
Increases quality of information,
reducing administration time/cost
Integrates multiple anomaly,
temporary repair, leak, engineering
and fabric maintenance functions
Step-change increase in quality of
anomaly information
Live and historic reports and trend
charts
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